
OFFENSE & DEFENSE
20 MINUTES

1. Break team into small groups, one coach/team parent with each.

2. Have one group line up at home plate and practice hitting off the tee, then running to first base. Each player will hit the ball off  
the tee and run to first. Cycle through the line two or three times.

3. Have the other groups in the infield practicing picking up ground balls and throwing them to first base with the other coach.

4. Once the group hits all the way through, rotate. Continue rotating until allotted time is up.

INTRODUCTION, STRETCHES & WARM UP 
7 MINUTES

1. Have players share what their favorite part about last week was and what they learned about bullying prevention.

2. Refer to the WOW pack discussion guide to give players a brief overview of what the Word of the Week is to get them thinking.

3. Have players lightly jog for 2-3 minutes to a designated spot and back.

4. As the team returns, have them spread out and prepare for stretches. 

5. Altogether, count to 10 while completing each of the stretches below:

• Arm Circles: Circle arms 10 times forward, then 10 times backwards. 

• Shoulder Stretch: Place one arm behind the head and pull on elbow with opposite hand, switch. 

• Wrist and Forearm Stretch: Kneel down and place palms on ground with fingertips facing knees. 

• Toe Touches: Reach for toes without bending knees. 

• Flamingo Stretch: Bend right knee and grab right foot with right hand, balance, then switch to the left. 

6. Finish with10 jumping jacks.

A-Z FIELDING   
5 MINUTES

1. Ask players to make two even lines so they are directly facing a partner.

2. Give each player in one line a ball.

3. On “go,” the players with the ball will roll it to their partner while saying the letter “A.”

4. Now that the players in the other line have the ball, on “go” they will roll it back to their partner while calling out the letter “B.”  
Same sequence will continue until the partners reach the letter “Z.”

FIELDING   
15 MINUTES

1. Put players into positions on the field.

2. Have coach roll and throw underhand balls to the players in their position.

3. These players will then practice throwing to first base to make an “out.”

4. Rotate so every player has a chance to play all positions.

  T-BALL PRACTICE PLAN 

WEEK 4: EDUCATION 

WATER BREAK 
3 MINUTES



BASE RUNNING 
10 MINUTES

1. Review running the bases.

2. Create two teams.

3. Each team lines up behind a specified base (ex., second base and home plate about 3 feet behind the base).

4. On “go,” the first player of each team begins to run the bases with a ball in their hand, tagging each base until they return back to their 
starting point.

5. When they get back, they hand the ball to the next player and go sit down at the end of the line.

6. The next player begins to run the bases when they get the ball and it repeats through the line.

  T-BALL PRACTICE PLAN 

WEEK 4

COOL DOWN & WOW TALK   
15 MINUTES

1. Review what you worked on at practice.

2. Talk about game or practice details for the week.

3. Ask the WOW discussion questions for Week 4 (see handout).



INTRODUCTION, STRETCHES & WARM UP 
7 MINUTES

1. Have players share what their favorite part about last week was and what they learned about bullying prevention.

2. Refer to the WOW pack discussion guide to give players a brief overview of what the Word of the Week is to get them thinking.

3. Have players lightly jog for 2-3 minutes to a designated spot and back.

4. As the team returns, have them spread out and prepare for stretches. 

5. Altogether, count to 10 while completing each of the stretches below:

• Arm Circles: Circle arms 10 times forward, then 10 times backwards. 

• Shoulder Stretch: Place one arm behind the head and pull on elbow with opposite hand, switch. 

• Wrist and Forearm Stretch: Kneel down and place palms on ground with fingertips facing knees. 

• Toe Touches: Reach for toes without bending knees. 

• Flamingo Stretch: Bend right knee and grab right foot with right hand, balance, then switch to the left. 

6. Finish with15 jumping jacks.

CATCHING GAME: CATCH 22   
10 MINUTES

1. Match players of like ability for this game.

2. Each throw is worth points. If it is directly to the two-hand target on the chest it is  
worth three (3) points.

3. If the throw is a little outside of the two-hand target, it is worth two (2) points.

4. If the throw is well outside, then it is worth one (1) point.

5. Every throw is worth at least one point.

6. The goal of the game is to work together to get to 22 points with the least amount of throws.

POSITION FITNESS    
10 MINUTES

1. Have players follow the coach to  
infield positions.

2. Coach will lead players to the following  
positions and perform designated exercises  
with the team at each:

• Catcher: 10 squats

• First Base: 10 high-low reaches  
(jump up with arms above head and reach down and touch toes)

• Second Base: 10 windmills (touch left fingertips to right foot and then switch sides)

• Shortstop: Run in place for 10 seconds

• Third Base: 5 pushups

• Pitcher: 10 arm circles forward and 10 backward

  MINORS PRACTICE PLAN 
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STATION 1: FIELDING  
15 MINUTES

1. Split the players between shortstop and second base positions.

2. Roll ground balls to the players who will finish by throwing to a coach at first base. The coach will put the balls in the bucket.

3. Once each player has fielded 5 balls, rotate positions and repeat the drill.

STATION 2: HITTING   
15 MINUTES

1. Have players line up.

2. One at a time, coach will pitch to the player.

3. Pitch five times for each at bat.

4. Once the player has had five pitches, they will return to the back of the line.

5. Rotate through the line twice.

  MINORS PRACTICE PLAN 
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COOL DOWN & WOW TALK   
15 MINUTES

1. Review what you worked on at practice.

2. Talk about game or practice details for the week.

3. Ask the WOW discussion questions for Week 4 (see handout).



INTRODUCTION, STRETCHES & WARM UP 
7 MINUTES

1. Have players share what their favorite part about last week was and what they learned about bullying prevention.

2. Refer to the WOW pack discussion guide to give players a brief overview of what the Word of the Week is to get them thinking.

3. Have players lightly jog for 2-3 minutes to a designated spot and back.

4. As the team returns, have them spread out and prepare for stretches. 

5. Altogether, count to 10 while completing each of the stretches below:

• Arm Circles: Circle arms 10 times forward, then 10 times backwards. 

• Shoulder Stretch: Place one arm behind the head and pull on elbow with opposite hand, switch. 

• Wrist and Forearm Stretch: Kneel down and place palms on ground with fingertips facing knees. 

• Toe Touches: Reach for toes without bending knees. 

• Flamingo Stretch: Bend right knee and grab right foot with right hand, balance, then switch to the left. 

6. Finish with 20 jumping jacks.

CATCHING GAME: CATCH 22   
10 MINUTES

1. Match players of like ability for this game.

2. Each throw is worth points. If it is directly to the two-hand target in the chest it is  
worth three (3) points.

3. If the throw is a little outside of the two-hand target, it is worth two (2) points.

4. If the throw is well outside, then it is worth one (1) point.

5. Every throw is worth at least one point.

6. The goal of the game is to work together to get to 22 points with the least amount of throws.

Break players into two even groups. Send one group to Station 1 and the other to Station 2. After 15 minutes, take a water break and switch. 

STATION 1: FIELDING     
15 MINUTES

1. Have players spread out in the outfield.

2. Coach will hit ground balls to players.

3. Player must field the ball and throw it back to the coach.

4. Make sure each player fields at least three balls.

  MAJORS PRACTICE PLAN 
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STATION 2: HITTING   
15 MINUTES

1. Have players line up.

2. One at a time, coach will pitch to the player.

3. Pitch five times for each at-bat.

4. Once the player has had five pitches, they will return to the back of the line.

5. Rotate through the line at least twice.



SITUATION BASE RUNNING   
10 MINUTES

1. Set a coach at an outfield position to simulate any given outcome of a fly ball, ground ball or a line drive.

2. Players start at home plate and run to first making a proper turn (what they practiced last week).

3. Once the base is tagged, the player watches the coach in the outfield to determine whether to try to advance to second or not.

4. The coach is simulating different outcomes of plays.

• Example: Coach comes up cleanly with ball in hand, coach drops a fly ball that kicks away from him a few feet, coach simulates ball 
slipping out of hand on an attempted throw back to the infield.

5. The runner reads the coach acting as an outfielder and advances or retreats depending upon the situation.

COOL DOWN & WOW TALK   
15 MINUTES

1. Review what you worked on at practice.

2. Talk about game or practice details for the week.

3. Ask the WOW discussion questions for Week 4 (see handout).
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